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INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS ARE OPEN 
SUBSETS OF HILBERT SPACE 
IN THIS paper We prove, using Hilbert space microbundles, the 
THEOREM. If M is n separable metric manifold modeled on the separable injnite- 
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(Receketl z I Jflmrr,v 1969) 
dimensional Hilbert space, H, then M can be embedded as an open subset of H. 
Each infinite-dimensional separable Frechet space (and therefore each infinite- 
dimensional separable Banach space) is homeomorphic to H. (See [I].) We shall use 
“F-manifold ” to denote “ metric manifold modeled on a separable infinite-dimensional 
Frenchet space “. Thus we have 
COROLLARY 1. Each separable F-matzifold ccl/z be embedded as an open subset of H. 
Recent results of Eells and Elworthy [6] and Kuiper and Burghelea [lo] and Moulis 
[14] combine to show (see [5]) that every homotopy equivalence between C”-Hilbert 
manifolds is homotopic to a C” diffeomorphism. Since open subsets of H have an induced 
C” structure, we have 
COROLLARY 2. Each F-manifokd has u unique C” Hilbert manifold structure. 
an d 
COROLLARY 3. Ecery homotopy eyuicalence betbreen F-manifolds is homotopic to a 
homeomorphism. 
Results about open subsets of H in [7] apply to give us 
COROLLARY 4. For each F-manifold Xl there is a coutltable locally-finite simplicial 
complex K, such that 1cI is homeomorphic to \l<j x H. 
an d 
COROLLARY 5. Each F-manifold is homeomorphic to an opett set U c H, such that 
H - U is homeomorphic to H and bd(U) is homeomorphic to U and to cl(U). 
Using a result added in proof to [4] we also prove that any continuous function between 
F-manifolds can be approximated by an open embedding and by a closed embedding in the 
following sense: 
t The author is an Alfred P. Sloan Fellow. 
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COROLL..+,RY 6. Lerf‘: M -+ &I’ be a continuous fhctiotl/io~l~ one F-manifold TO another? 
anti let 17r be an open corer of ,\I’. Then there are t1r.o embeddings h,, hl: ALf -+ .ZI’ such that 
h,(!Lf) is closed, h,(M) is open, and such that for each I E .\I. there is an open set li E & such 
that hl(x), h2(x), andf(.r) all belong to U. 
The author wishes to thank Marshall Cohen for suggesting the use of microbundles. 
Some of these results were announced in [8]. 
$1. HILBERT MICROBUXDLES 
Milnor, in [13] ,defined the concept of (Euclidean) microbundles. We shall use strongl) 
the ideas and definitions of [13]. In particular, hve will use the terms microbundle, tricial 
microbundle, tangent microbundle, induced microbundle and microbundle isomorphism 
exactly as on pages 54-58 of [13] except that “ R” ” is replaced by “ H “. Presumably a whole 
theory of Hilbert microbundles can be developed, but in this paper we shall content ourselves 
with only proving what is necessary for the proof of the Theorem. Throughout this paper 
we will use “ x O”, “pI ” and “pz “, to denote maps defined by setting x O(b) = (b, 0), 
p,(n, 6) = a, and pz(a, 6) = 6. 
PROPOSITION 1. A microbundle (B L F i-+ B) rc.ith paracotnpact base B, is tricial ifand onl,v 
if there is, for each open neighborhood U of i(B), at2 open treighborhood V c U and a horneo- 
morphisnl Ir: f’ --* B x H such that the follo~ving commutes: 
V 
7 \ 
./ \ 
R/j’ 11 LB, 
Y’ 
\ 
\;a Py/ 
BGH 
The proof is essentially the same as Lemma (2.3) of [13]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let N be an open subset of H. Then the tangent microbundle t, is trivial. 
Proof Let t,Y be the diagram 
A 
N-+N x NCN, 
where A(tl) = (tz, tz). To show that tlv is trivial we must find an open neighborhood of 
A(N) in h’ x N and a homeomorphism h: U -+ N x H such that 
u 
N x H 
commutes. Let I/ jJ be the usual norm on H. For each x E JY, Let 
c!, = glb(lls - y/j 1 y E H - iv). 
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By standard arguments if, > 0 and ~1, is a continuous function of x. Define 
727 = ((x, J) c iV x N 1 !js - _I;1 < c&) 
and define h by A(.y? y) = (x, (1. - .u)/(c<, - i1.t. - yij)). The straightforlvard argument that U 
and h are what is needed is left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let I: (Y -!+ EL Y) be CI nzicrobundle rc.ith Y the union of tu.0 closed sets 
A cd B such that x IA and f: 1 B are trid. If there is a retraction r: B + A n B, then x is 
triciai. 
Proof. Since x /B is trivial, there is an open set U cj’-‘(B) and a homeomorphism 
II: U + B x H such that 
u 
commutes. Since I I.4 is trivial, there is an open set, V c j-‘(A), and an open embedding 
g: I; -+ A x H, such that 
V 
commutes. Define (r, 1): B x H -+ r(B) x H by (r, I)(b, s) = (r(b), s) and 
U’ = {U E U 1(/l-’ 0 (r, 1) 0 /I) (10 E V n V), 
and W =g-‘((A - B) x H) u U’ = (V-f-‘(B)) u U’ 
w 
YxH 
commutes, where li(lr) = g(u), if ZI E I/ n Wand I = (j(u), (p2 0 g 0 II-’ 0 (r, 1) 0 h)(u)), if 
II E U’. It is easy to check that Wand k(W) are open and that h- is a well-defined continuous 
function. k is an embedding because it has an inverse: Fc-‘(y, x) = g-l(y, x), if 
(y, x) E g(V n W), and li-‘(y, x) = II-‘(y, (pz 3 11 0 g-‘)(r(y), x)), if (y, x) E k(V), or equi- 
valently, (r(y), x) eg(V n U). In checking that k-’ is an inverse to k, you will need to use 
the fact that, if (y, x) Eg(V n U), then (y, (pz 0 h 0 g-‘)(y, .x)) = (II 0 g-‘)(y, x). Note that 
we have actually proved: 
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ADDEXDUM TO PROPOSITION 3. Zf C. cj-‘(A) is an open set and g is an opera embedding 
which satisfy (*), then there is an open set W c E and an open embeddiug k srrch that (**) is 
satisfied and W -j-‘(B) = V -j-‘(B) and k lW -j-‘(B) = g j V -j-‘(B). 
PROPOSITIOX 4. Any microbundle b(H i EL H) tvith base space H is trivial. 
This proposition would follow immediately if we knew that homotopic maps induce 
isomorphic microbundles. Milnor’s proof of this latter fact ([13], 96) for Euclidean micro- 
bundles uses the fact that R” is locally compact and satisfies the theorem of invariance of 
domain, neither of which is true for H. The problem appears to be in the definition of 
bundle map-germ. The following proof of the Proposition is adapted from [13], $6, but 
avoids the use of map germs. 
Proof. Let cp: H x I -+ H be defined by cp(x, t) = tx. This induces the microbundle 6 : 
where 
E = {(x, t, e) E H x I x E 
7(x, t) = (x, t, i 3 q(x, t)) and 
If b is trivial, then so is 6 1 H x {I> 
1 cp(.u, t) 5 tx = j(e)) 
j(x, t, e) = (s, t). 
N x {,}a{(~, e) e H x EJ v)(s, 1) z x =j(e)j2H x (1) 
ip, 
i 
P1 
I 
PI 
H i +E 
j 
>H 
and therefore so is E. We now show that 6 is trivial. 
Fix x E H; then, for each J E (x) x I, there are open sets U, c H and V, c I such 
that 6 1 U, x V, is trivial. Finitely many of {V,} cover I, say I c u(l/vi 1 i = 1, . . . , n}. Let 
U,=n{U,i~i=l,...,n}andfindO=t,<t,<- .. < t, = 1 such that 6 1 U, x [ti ti+l] 
is trivial, for each i. The repeated use of Proposition 3 gives us the conclusion that 5 1 U, x I 
is trivial. 
Let { Ui 1 i = 1, 3, . . .} be a countable locally-finite cover of H such that, for each i, 
oj c U, for some one of the UX’s given above. Let {,Ii} be a partition of unity subordinate 
to {Vi}. For each i, there exists an open set ~Vi c j - ‘(0, x I) and a homeomorphism hi 
such that 
u; x 
7 ‘\ 
// \ \ 
i!/ 
/’ 
‘<I 
\ 
I’ L hi oi 
\ 7 
\L”” PI/ 
(8,x1)x H’ 
XI 
commutes. Since cp(H x (0)) = 0 E H, b 1 H x (0) is trivial. 
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Let R, = H x (0) and 
Ri = {(x, t) E Cfi x 11 1 ij(s) I t I 1 E.,(x)>; 
j<i jri 
and let ri: R, -+ Ri be defined by ri(s, t) =(x, cjCi ;.j(.~)). Sate that ri is a retraction of 
Ri to Rin u{RjIO~j<i:. 
By inductive use of Proposition 3 and its Addendum we may conclude that, for each 
i, there is an open set Zi c j -l(R, u R, u . .. u Ri) and an open embedding fi: Zi + 
(R, u R u *.. u Ri) x H such that 
2 I \ 
/ ’ /’ \ \ I \ 
// 
il/ / 
1’ \ 
// 
\ \ 
I \ R, u R, u . . . u Ri’ L /i R, u R, u . . . u Ri 
‘I”” 7 Pi/ 
(R,uR,u.‘..uRi)xH’ 
commutes, and such that Zi -j -‘(RJ = Zi_I -j -‘(Ri) on which setJi equalsf,_r. 
Define 2 = u (Zi \ i = 1, 2, . . .) and J‘: Z -+ (H x I) x H by setting f(z) =fi(z), where 
i is the largest integer such that z EJ -‘(Ri). Since (Ri 1 i = 1, 2, . . .}, and therefore 
{j - ‘(RJ 1 i = 1, 2, . . .}, is locally fi mte, Z and f(Z) are open and f is continuous and 
7 \ 
i // 
\ 
1’ 
H x I/ 
\ 
I HxI 
\ 
\y I .J 
(H x Z) x H’ 
commutes. f is an embedding since it has an inverse defined for (x, t; x’) of: 
f-Q, 2; x’) =fi-‘(x, t; x’), 
where i is the largest integer such that (x, r) E Ri . This completes the proof of Proposition 4. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let b (NA EL N) be a microbundle with base N, an open subset of H. 
Then there is an open neighborhood Wof i(N) anda homeomorphism k: W -+ N x H such that 
W 
commutes. 
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Proof. By a previous paper [7], .\: is homeomorphic to Ih’j x LV. where K is a countable 
locally-finite simplicial complex: thus we shall assume that _V = jK\ x H. For each (closed) 
simplex r E K, x x H is homeomorphic to H (Theorem 111.1.3 of [9]) and thus, according 
to Proposition 4, b [x x H is trivial. Let m(z) be the largest integer such that 
2 2 Xl 2 Xz s ‘. . 5 Qz) E LT. 
This integer exists because K is locally-finite. By applying Proposition 1 inductively in the 
order of m(z), we may find open set It’= cj-‘(z x H) and homeomorphisms 11,: W, -+ 
(r x H) x H such that 
K 
7 
/’ 
-\ \ \ ii/ / 
/’ 
\< 
\ 
L 
XXH ‘1, x x H 
\ f 
\,y P)/ 
(u x H) x fi 
commutes and such that, if r 5 /I (thus n?(r) 2 nz@)), then W, c Itp-‘((cc x H) x H). 
Define 
&: (i(N) u u {W, ) c1 E P}) + (N x {O}) u (CpPj x t-l) x H) c N x Ii 
by setting k. 1 W, = h, and k,(i(s)) = (x, 0), f or .Y E N. [K’ is the collection of simplexes of 
K of dimension at most r.] Assume inductively that we have defined an open set 
W,, c u { CV, 1 CL E K”} and a homeomorphism k, such that 
i(X) u IV, 
I 
/’ 
i/ 
/ 
/ 
/’ 
N k,, 
\ 
\L”” 
1. 
(N x {O})u((K” x H) x H) 
commutes, and such that Wj,_, c W,, k, 1 W,_, = k,_, and k, ( W, n bVn is onto (z x H) x H, 
for a E K”. Let p be an n + l-simplex of K, then k, I IT’,, n u {Wg 1 ct < /I} maps onto 
(bd(/I) x H) x H c N x H. The set II, -‘((bd(fi) x H) x H) has Property Z in Wp (see 
[2], $2, for definition) and therefore, according to Theorems 8.4 and 9.1 of [2], 
Y = h,-‘((bri(fi) x N) x H) - W” n u {W, 1% -=I /?I) 
has Property 2 in W, . Thus, by Theorem 8.4 of [2] and 9.1 of [4], W, - Yis homeomorphic 
to H. The closed set i(p) u (W,, n u {W, 1 c( < /I}) has Property Z in Wa - Y and k, maps 
it onto ((p x H) x (0)) u ((M(P) x H) x H) c (/I x H) x H. By Corollary 10.3 of [2] k, 
can be extended to a homeomorphism of all of W, - Y onto (/I x H) x H. Let k,+l be the 
homeomorphism so extended to each 17 + l-simplex of K. The desired open set is 
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Fv=LJ(w”jn=o,1,. . .)(CV = u ( W, ] x E K}) and the desired homeomorphism is il: CV + 
(iK/ xH)xHdefinedbyliICV,=li,. 
Q. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let .tZ be a separable manifold modeled on H. By [12], Corollary 4.3, M has a complete 
metric; and, according to [Ill, 526, Theorem 2, there is an isometry (and therefore closed 
embedding) of :\f into a separable Banach space. Since all separable Banach spaces are 
homeomorphic (see [3]), there is an embedding i: itl -+ Ii such that i(M) is closed. Identify 
;Lf with i(M). Since ,bf is an ANR ([5], pg. 99), there is a neighborhood N of i(M) = ICI for 
which there is a retraction r: N -+ 1cf. Let jr: U -+ N x H be the homeomorphism and open 
set given by the Proposition 2, which shows that t, is trivial. Then h-’ takes hf x H 
homeomorphically onto I/ n (bf x N) which is a neighborhood of A(ikf) in hf x N. 
The induced microbundle r*(t,tf) is 
Since 
commutes, where (p2, pl)(rn, n) = (n, m), then, for cp z (p2, pI) 0 /z-l, cp(M x H) is a 
neighborhood of ((1, r) 0 i)(hf) = ((pz , pl) 0 A)(M) in N x M. By Proposition 5, there is 
an open set W c N x M such that (1, r)(N) c Wand k: (W’, (1, r)(N)) + (N x H, N x (0)) 
is a homeomorphism. Then cp-‘(W) is a neighborhood of M x {O> in M x H and thus 
by standard arguments (same as proof of Proposition 1) there is an embedding 
$: &f x H --, W such that $(hf x H) is open in W’. But then (k 0 $)(lVf x H) is open in 
N x H which is open in H x H which is homeomorphic to H. Thus M x H can be embedded 
as an open subset of H. By a recent result of Anderson and Schori [4], M is homeomorphic 
to &I x H, thus the Theorem is proved. 
$3. PROOF OF COROLLARY 6 
We assume that hf and &f’ are open subsets of H. By standard shrinking techniques 
we may find locally-finite open covers -Y- and $I- of M’ such that for each WE 9, there is an 
V(W) E Y and U(W) E %! for which cf( W) c V(W) c ,St( V( IV), ,‘y> c U(W). 
[Sf(V(W), w> = u {W’ E w 1 W’ n V(W) # @zr).] 
By the result added in proof to [4] we know that there is a homeomorphismg’: M’ x H---f M’ 
such that, for each (x’, y’) E 121 x H, there exists a W(x’, y’) belonging to lly for which 
g’(x’, I?‘) and x’ belong to W(x’, v’). Let (Proposition 6)j be an embedding of M into H as 
a closed subset. Then the map h, : hf ---f M’, defined by h,(x) = g’[f(x),j(x)), isanembedding 
of M onto a closed subset of M’; and h,(x) andf(x) both belong to W(f(x),j(x)), for each 
x E XI. Now proceed as in the proof of the theorem using h, in place of i and picking 
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N c AI’. We obtain the embeddings, li/, x 0, k, h, = i, (I, r). and map. pl, of the com- 
mutative diagram : 
By [4], there is a homeomorphism g: AI x H + ICI such for each (.\-, _I.) E .LJ x H there is a 
W(.r, r) = ,,‘Y such that g(.r, 13) and s belong to 11, - ‘(W(.Y, j,)). 
Define 
B={(x,y)~iM x H~xE/z~-‘(~~W)=>(x,y)~(ko~)-‘(l/(~~) x H)). 
B is an open set containing M x {0} c M x H. Then there is an embedding d: M x H + B 
such that d(M x H) is open and such that the large 
diagram commute. 
diagram above and the following 
[Note that, if we add pl: A4 x H -+ M to the large diagram, the diagram would not com- 
mute because the product structures in M x H and N x H are not preserved by $.I 
Defineh,=g’oko$odog-‘andnotethat 
h,=p,oko$odo xO=pLOko$a x0. 
By definition, x = g 0 g-‘(x) andp, 0 g-‘(x) belong to h, -‘(W(g-l(x))). Therefore, d 3 g-‘(s) 
and d 0 x O(x) belong to A,-‘(W(g-l(x))) x H and, thus, also belong to 
(k 0 I/)-‘(v(W(g-l(x))) x H). 
Thus, we have, for each x E M, 
h2(x)=g’(k+dog-‘(x))EW(kc+dog-l(x)), 
pl”k~~od~g-‘(.~)~~(W(g-‘(x)))n W(ko$odog-‘Lr)), 
h,(x) E Wg-‘(x)) n Wf(x),i(x)) 
Ax) E Wf(x), jb))~ 
Thereforef(x), h,(x), and AZ(x) all belong to 
st(V(W(g-‘(x))), W) I= u(w(g-‘(x))). 
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